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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce an architecture for multimodal communication between humans and computers engaged in a shared task. We describe a representative dialogue between an artificial agent and a human that will be demonstrated live during the presentation. This assumes a multimodal environment and semantics for facilitating communication and interaction with a computational agent. To this end, we have created an embodied 3D simulation environment enabling both the generation and interpretation of multiple modalities, including: language, gesture, and the visualization of objects moving and agents performing actions. Objects are encoded with rich semantic typing and action affordances, while actions themselves are encoded as multimodal expressions (programs), allowing for contextually salient inferences and decisions in the environment.

1 Introduction

In order to facilitate collaborative communication between a human and a computational agent, we have been working to integrate a multimodal model of semantics (Multimodal Semantic Simulations, MSS) with a real-time visual recognition system for identifying human gestures. The language VoxML, Visual Object Concept Modeling Language (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2016), is used as the platform for multimodal semantic simulations in the context of human-computer communication. Gestural input is recognized in real time by a convolutional neural net-based machine vision system networked to the simulation environment, which is configured for joint activity and communication between a human and a computational agent. This involves the integration of inputs from speech, gesture, and action, as mediated through a dialogue manager (DM) that tracks discourse and situational context variables embodied in a shared situated simulation. Hence, the dynamic of human-computer interaction changes from giving and receiving orders to a peer-to-peer conversation.

We explore this idea in the context of the blocks world. In particular, we consider a scenario in which one person (the builder) has a table with blocks that another person (the signaler) can see. We also assume the builder and signaler can see each other. The signaler is then given a pattern of blocks, and their job is to get the builder to recreate the pattern. While blocks world is obviously not a real-world application, it serves as a surrogate for any cooperative task where both partners share a workspace.

Our system design and gesture vocabulary are taken primarily from an elicitation study, similar to that introduced in Wobbrock et al. (2009) but with differences in the way gestures are elicited. The purpose of the study underlying our gesture vocabulary (Wang et al., 2017a,b) was to analyze the natural dyadic communication used by two people when engaging in solving a collaborative task.

We asked pairs of participants to collaboratively build different pre-determined structures using wooden blocks. Participants were put in separate rooms with similar setups. Each participant stood in front of a table facing a TV screen on the opposite end of the table. Microsoft Kinect v2 sensors were
also set up on the opposite end, facing the participant. We developed software to stream live video (and audio) from the Kinect sensors between the two setups so that participants could communicate with each other as if they were facing each other at opposite ends of the same table. The Kinect sensors were also used to record the experiment, providing us with RGB video, depth data, and motion capture skeletons.

One participant was given the role of builder and was provided with a set of 12 wooden cubes (with 4-inch sides). The other participant was given the role of signaler and was given an image of an arrangement, or layout, of these blocks. The signaler was assigned the task of communicating to and directing the builder to replicate the layout; the builder needed to respond to the signalers commands by placing and arranging the blocks on the table. The table acted as a shared workspace, as blocks placed on the table could be seen by both participants (although from opposite perspectives). Not all 12 blocks were used for every layout, and the signaler was not allowed to show the layout to the builder.

Since we wanted to observe natural communication in action, participants were also not allowed to talk or strategize beforehand, and no instruction on how to speak/gesture was given from the experimenter. A trial began when the experimenter presented a new block layout to the signaler and ended when the participants replicated the block layout. Communication between the two varied across three conditions:

1. the signaler and builder could both see and hear each other;
2. the signaler and builder could see but not hear each other;
3. the signaler could see the builder (and therefore the blocks on the table), but the builder can only hear the signaler.

In our working prototype human-computer system, the signaler is a person and the builder is an avatar, with a virtual table and virtual blocks. The signaler can see a graphical projection of the virtual world, and communicates to the avatar through gestures. The avatar communicates back through language (text or speech), gesture, and action in the form of moving blocks (cf. Figure 1). In particular, we took initial inspiration for the system design from the setup within the elicitation study where the participants could only see but not hear each other, removing the audio channel entirely and forcing them to rely on gestures to communicate, in order to assess the impact that gesture had on the communication. Therefore the initial setup only allowed the signaler to communicate though gesture, and subsequent refinements have introduced speech and language input to the signaler’s capability, increasing the level of communicative symmetry in the interaction.

2 Related Work

Multimodal interfaces combining language and gesture are found in the literature since Bolt’s “Put-that-there” system (1980), which anticipated some of the issues discussed herein, including the use of deixis.
to disambiguate references, and also inspired a community surrounding multimodal integration (e.g., Dumas et al. (2009); Kennington et al. (2013); Turk (2014)).

The psychological motivation for multimodal interfaces, as epitomized by Quek et al. (2002), holds that speech and gesture are coexpressive and processed partially independently, and therefore complement each other. Using both modalities increases human working memory and decreases cognitive load (Dumas et al., 2009), allowing people to retain more information and learn faster.

Visual information has been shown to be particularly useful in establishing common ground (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Clark and Brennan, 1991; Dillenbourg and Traum, 2006; Eisenstein et al., 2008b,a), or mutual understanding that enables further communication. Other research in HCI additionally emphasizes the importance of shared visual workspaces in computer-mediated communication (Fussell et al., 2000, 2004; Kraut et al., 2003; Gergle et al., 2004), highlighting the usefulness of non-verbal communication in coordination between humans (Cassell et al., 2000; Cassell, 2000).

Brennan et al. (2008) shows that allowing for shared gaze increased performance in spatial tasks in paired collaborations. Multimodal systems of gaze and speech have also been studied in interaction with robots and virtual avatars (Andrist et al., 2017; Mehlmann et al., 2014; Skantze et al., 2014). However, few systems have centered the use of language and gesture in collaborative and communicative scenarios.

Communicating with computers becomes even more interesting in the context of shared physical tasks. When people work together, their conversation consists of more than just words. They gesture and they share a common workspace (Lascarides and Stone, 2006, 2009b; Clair et al., 2010; Matuszek et al., 2014). Their shared perception of this workspace is the context for their conversation, and it is this shared space that gives many gestures, such as pointing, their meaning (Krishnaswamy and Pustejovsky, 2016a). The dynamic computation of discourse (Asher and Lascarides, 2003), furthermore, becomes more complex when multiple modalities are at play. Fortunately, embodied actions (such as coverbal gestures) do not seem to violate coherence relations (Lascarides and Stone, 2009a).

Many of the components used here will be familiar, in role if not in details. Visual gesture recognition has long been a challenge (Jaimes and Sebe, 2007; Madeo et al., 2016). Gesture recognition in this system is facilitated by Microsoft Kinect depth sensing (Zhang, 2012) and ResNet-style deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) (He et al., 2016) implemented in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016).

The avatar and her virtual blocks world are implemented with VoxSim, a semantically-informed reasoning system previously described by Krishnaswamy and Pustejovsky (2016b) that allows the avatar to react to gestural events with both actions and words.

3 Communicating through Gesture, Language and Action

The system operates in real time, allowing the human signaler to gesture to the avatar. In return, the avatar can gesture, speak with the words also printed on screen, or communicate through actions by moving blocks. This system, the human/avatar blocks world (HAB) allows us to explore peer-to-peer communication between people and computers.

While the HAB implementation relies on many components, here we focus on the real-time gesture recognition module, which recognizes gestures by the signaler, the grounded semantics module (VoxSim), which determines the avatar’s response to gestures, and the interplay between them. VoxSim is described in Subsection 3.1, gesture recognition is described in Subsection 3.2, while the interactions between the two are described in Subsection 3.3.

3.1 VoxSim

The HAB system’s virtual world is built on the VoxSim platform (Krishnaswamy and Pustejovsky, 2016a,b), an open-source, semantically-informed 3D visual event simulator implemented in the Unity game engine (Goldstone, 2009) that leverages game engine graphics processing, UI, and physics to operationalize events described in natural language within a virtual environment.
VoxSim maps natural language event semantics through a dynamic interval temporal logic (DITL) (Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz, 2011) and the modeling language VoxML (Pustejovsky and Krishnaswamy, 2016). VoxML encodes qualitative and geometrical knowledge about objects and events that is presupposed in linguistic utterances but not made explicit, in a visual modality. This includes information about symmetry or concavity in an object’s geometry, the relations resulting from an event, the qualitative relations described by a positional adjunct, or behaviors afforded by an object’s habitat (Pustejovsky, 2013; McDonald and Pustejovsky, 2014) associated with the situational context that enables or disables certain actions that may be undertaken using the object. Such information is a natural extension of the lexical semantic typing provided within Generative Lexicon Theory (Pustejovsky, 1995), cf. also Asher (2011), towards a semantics of embodiment. This allows the HAB system to determine which regions, objects, or parts of objects may be indicated by gestures such as deixis or action referentials, and the natural language interface allows for human-understandable disambiguation. Object motion and agent motion are compositional in the VoxML framework, allowing VoxSim to easily separate them in the virtual world, so the gesture used to refer to an action (or program) can be directly mapped to the action itself, establishing a shared context grounded from the perspective of both the human and the computer program.

3.1.1 Dialogue Manager

Avatar-directed dialogue serves to manage the flow of control through either requesting disambiguation in the previously-established context, acknowledging receipt of a gesture, or expressing completion of an action. Dialogue output from the avatar is usually accompanied by a complementary gesture, such as deixis of a block or region, or enactment of a program over an object. The dialogue manager (DM) maintains a queue of possible outputs based on what additional information the avatar needs to know to complete its next action, including unique disambiguating attributes of the blocks (e.g., distinguishing color) or disambiguating labels of the actions (e.g., possible relational interpretations of a gesture, relative to the table or a block). It then composes questions or statements based on these qualities, in order to give the human signaler the most complete amount of information needed to interpret the received gestures.

For instance, when presented with a gesture indicating a region of the table that currently contains a green block and a red block, the dialogue manager takes the possible entities indicated (here, the set of two blocks), and calculates those attributes unique to each one (here, distinct colors). The avatar can then present the human with questions of the form “Are you pointing to the [COLOR] block?” that the human can answer either in the affirmative or negative, in order to communicate their intent. This same process can be used to disambiguate the particulars of actions, such as requesting clarification about the location to which a block is intended to be moved. Some specific examples of this are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

While having the avatar explicitly ask if the human is indicating a particular block or action is one way of replicating a naturalistic interaction, having this repetitive process be the only way of resolving ambiguity does not exercise the variety of methods humans would use with each other in the same task. Particularly, if many options must be iterated through before the avatar arrives at the intended one, then the interaction risks becoming tedious. To this end, it may often be more useful and more naturalistic for the avatar to ask an open-ended question that the human can answer using one of their available modalities. For example when presented with an ambiguous block choice, the avatar might instead ask the human “Which block?” to which the human can respond with some distinguishing attribute as has already been determined for the possible blocks under question, such as relative orientation or color. Something like relative orientation can be easily communicated through gesture, as in the context of the question very coarse-grained directional deixis can suffice to distinguish the “left” block from the “right” block or the “near you” block from the “near me” block. An attribute like color cannot be easily communicated through gesture, but we have been working on integrating speech input on the human’s side, and so a question such as “Which block?” could be answered with “The red one” or simply “red,” and VoxSim can map that attribute to the block in the scene that has it. The addition of speech recognition to the human’s input, and speech synthesis to the avatar’s output parallels the gesture recognition capability and the animated avatar gesture generation in VoxSim, bringing a measure of
symmetry to the communication in both modalities.

3.2 Gesture Recognition

The gesture recognition module independently labels five body parts. The left and right hands are both labeled according to their pose. The system is trained to recognize 34 distinct hand gestures in depth images, plus an “other” label, used for hands at rest or in unknown poses. Hand poses are directional, such that pointing down is considered a different pose than pointing to the right. Head motions are classified as either nod, shake or other based on a time window of depth difference images. Finally, the left and right arms are labeled according to their direction of motion, based on the skeleton pose estimates generated by the Microsoft Kinect (Zhang, 2012).

Real-time gesture recognition is spread across 6 processors, as shown in Figure 2: Kinect Host segments hands and head data from skeleton data gathered from the Kinect atop the signaler’s monitor, producing 3 depth streams; Right Hand Pose, Left Hand Pose, and Head Motion are each ResNet-style deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) (He et al., 2016) on nVidia Titan X GPUs; Arm Motion labels arm directions from skeleton data; Gesture Fusion collects the hand, arm and head labels and fuses them using finite state machines to detect gestures.

![Figure 2: The architecture of the real-time gesture recognition module](image)

3.3 Gestures & VoxSim

VoxSim receives gestural “words” from the gesture recognizer, and interprets them at a contextually-wrapped compositional semantic level. For the moment, interface is limited to seven such “words” chosen due to their frequent occurrence in the elicitation study described in Section 1:

1. Engage. Begins the task when the signaler steps up to the table, and ends it when they step back.
2. Positive acknowledge. A head nod or a “thumbs up” pose with either or both hands. Used to signal agreement with a choice by the avatar or affirmative response to a question.
3. Negative acknowledge. A head shake, “thumbs down” with either or both hands, or palm-forward “stop” sign. Signals disagreement with a choice by the avatar or negative response to a question.
4. Point. Pointing (deixis) includes the direction of the hand and/or arm motion: one or two of front, back, left, right, up, or down. Indicates a region or block(s) in that region.
5. Grab. A “claw,” mimicking grabbing a block. Tells the avatar to grasp an indicated block.
6. Carry. Moving the arm in a direction while the hand is in the grab position. “Carry up” can be thought of as *pick up*, while “carry down” is equivalent to *put down*.
7. Push. A flat hand moving in the direction of the open palm. Like “carry,” but without the up or down directions. A beckoning motion signals the avatar to push a block toward the signaler.
Importantly, the semantics of each of these gestures is *compositional* and *context-dependent*. The “directional” gestures, that is “point,” “carry,” and “push,” require a direction for a complete interpretation. Pointing provides the indexicals or “nouns” that are used as arguments for subsequent action gestures or “verbs.”

Context is typically introduced through objects or possible objects indicated. For example, “grab” has a distinct interpretation in the blocks world context, but could be interpreted and enacted differently over a different set of objects, particularly if those objects afford grasping in a manner different from the claw-like hand position used with small blocks.

All gestures are interpreted in the current context, which is established by previously undertaken actions by both the human and the avatar. For instance, if at the beginning of the scene, the human first makes the “grab” gesture as described above, and has not indicated a block which they intend the avatar to grasp, the gesture is not provided with enough context to be completely interpreted and the avatar must return with a question of uncertainty; she cannot, from the information provided by the gesture and current context, determine what is meant. If the human begins by pointing to a region of the table, the context makes it necessary to look for potential blocks that must be indicated. If no blocks exist in that area of the table the avatar must say she doesn’t know what the human means to indicate; if more than one block exists there, she must ask for clarification. Examples of these ambiguities are discussed below and in Section 3.4.

The avatar can communicate its interpretation and intent to the human in multiple modalities. The human can see the avatar enacting a command in context when it moves blocks in the virtual world. The avatar can also communicate through gesture, for example by reaching toward a block. Finally, the avatar can speak to the signaler through text or speech output, to initiate requests for clarification if necessary.

When VoxSim receives a semantic gesture from the recognition module, it parses the meaning of the gesture in the context of the current state occupied by the avatar and the blocks. For example, if the humans points to the right and the avatar is currently holding a block, then the gesture may be a request to move the block to the right. Alternatively, if the avatar is not currently holding a block, the same gesture may indicate a block on the right side of the table for the next action.

Gestural ambiguities are common. If there are two blocks on the right side of the table and the signaler points to the right, which block do they mean? Similarly, a gesture to put a block down may be ambiguous: should the avatar put the block down on top of the block below it, or next to it?

When presented with ambiguous gestures, VoxSim asks the signaler to choose among the possible interpretations. VoxSim orders the options according to a set of heuristics derived from common human intentions observed in the aforementioned elicitation studies. For example, if the options are to put a red block on top of a blue block or next to it, VoxSim favors the stacking option. It will ask the signaler if the first option is the desired choice (e.g., “Should I put the red block on top of the blue block?”). It will iterate through the options until it receives a positive acknowledgement or runs out of options, in which case it tells the signaler that it does not understand and waits for a new gesture.

### 3.4 Building a Three-block Staircase

Figure 3 depicts the process of building a three-block staircase, an example scenario as can be demonstrated using the HAB system. In Frame A, the signaler, having engaged the avatar in the task, points to the left, which the avatar interprets as indicating the blue block and gestures to that block, in acknowledgment. In Frame B, having directed the avatar to move the blue back away from her, the signaler points to the right. This is ambiguous, since there are two blocks there, so the avatar asks if the signaler means the red block. The signaler shakes his head, so the avatar asks about the green block. The signaler nods, then directs the avatar to push the green block toward him. The signaler points to the blue block, then gestures to slide it to the right (Frame C). The avatar asks for disambiguation: should it slide the block all the way to the green block? The signaler gives this option a thumbs up (Frame D).

Initiative continues to switch. The signaler indicates the red block and directs the avatar to pick up and move it. Frame E shows him performing a “carry” gesture up and away from himself. He then lowers his arm to indicate putting the block down. Placement is again ambiguous – should the red block
4 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper we have demonstrated the semantics and architecture underlying a multimodal peer-to-peer interface that interprets natural gestures in the context of a shared perceptual task and uses a mixed initiative dialogue. The result is symmetric communication between a human and a virtual avatar on a shared task with a common goal, facilitated by the shared context created through linguistic, gestural, and visual modalities, that highlights certain dynamics of multimodal communication, including:

- Judiciously determining when to have the avatar seek confirmation from the human as opposed to having it confirm every action;
- Gestural communication from the avatar to the human, such as gesturing toward a potentially-indicated block or region to seek confirmation, as doing nothing suggests to the human that no gesture was received by the system;
- A common coordinate system when using deixis as a gestural “referring expression,” so that directions like “forward”/“back” or “left”/“right” have a common interpretation to both parties.

The HAB system’s current implementation as demonstrated is limited to a vocabulary of well-defined gestures that appeared frequently in the human-subject elicitation studies discussed in Section 1. This demonstration serves to show how very basic actions can be mapped through a dynamic event semantics that interprets both natural language utterances and gestures, to facilitate the completion of a shared task and to communicate a goal from a human to a computer.

Further work to be undertaken primarily involves making interactions enabled through the HAB system more naturalistic. With the addition of speech recognition and generation to the avatar side, we are more closely approaching a true symmetry of communication between the interlocutors, and so in order to increase the variety of instruction and action that can be communicated between them, we need to increase the range of gesture semantics the system can process and compose. We will begin with other common gestures that occurred frequently in the aforementioned elicitation studies. These include the introduction of scalars, such as cardinal numbers (indicated by fingers and indexicals) and spacing (as indicated by space between the hands). This might map to a linguistic utterance such as “place three blocks this far apart,” where “three” is accompanied by three raised fingers and “this far” is accompanied by separated hands indicating a distance. In the near term, we are also researching the inclusion of iterated actions, i.e., a palm-extended “push” hand continually moving over the same short interval, such as might represent an utterance of “a little more” or “keep going.” This allows more fine-grained control over the placement of blocks and speed of motion.

We are also exploring approaches to performing automatic compositions of motions from primitives, including approaches based on machine learning (cf. Dubba et al. (2015); Do and Pustejovsky (2017)) and analogical reasoning (cf. Chen and Forbus (2017)). Such composition-based approaches would
allow the agent to be taught a behavior with a given label, and then replicate it, e.g., following the instructions given in the example scenario in Section 3.4, label the resulting structure a “staircase,” and then instruct the agent to build another staircase or “build another one.”

Finally, by extending the virtual environment to robotics, wherein a real robotic agent enacts actions in an environment isomorphic to the simulated environment, the simulated environment provides a context within which new concepts can be grounded (cf. Paul et al. (2016)).

This system, and the addition of gestural interpretation to VoxSim demonstrates a viable platform for cooperating with computational agents in a new way, by creating a common ground that the human and machine partners can share for demonstrating individual and common knowledge, action, and planning. Together, they take the steps to complete tasks through mixed initiative conversations.
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